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Montana State University





Stat 216: Introduction to Statistics

● Offered through the Department of Mathematical Sciences

● Covers descriptive statistics and statistical inference for one proportion, one 
mean, two proportions, two means, regression slope

● Largest course on campus – annual enrollment ≈ 1,500 students (10% of total 

student enrollment at MSU)
● 15 – 25 sections of around 40 – 60 students each semester

● Primarily taught by Statistics MS and PhD students and non-tenure-track  faculty

● 3-credit course – MWF for 50 min or TR for 75 min for 15 weeks



Stat 216: Curriculum, Pedagogy, and Technology
● Simulation-based curriculum
● Introduction to Statistical Investigations, Tintle, Chance, Cobb, Rossman, Roy, 

Swanson, & VanderStoep (2016)
● Entirely flipped class
● ISI web applets, Tableau



Poll
Which of the following technology tools do you use in the intro stats 
classroom for data visualization?

(Select all that apply)



Multivariable Thinking in Tableau

Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction in Statistics Education College Report 2016

Recommendation 1: Teach statistical thinking.

★ Give students experience with multivariable thinking:

“We must prepare our students to answer challenging questions that require them to 
investigate and explore relationships among many variables.”





Poll
How familiar are you with Dollar Street?



A Tour of Dollar Street
https://www.gapminder.org/dollar-street/matrix

https://www.gapminder.org/dollar-street/matrix


TED Talk 
by Anna 
Rosling 
Rönnlund



Why use photos as data?

“You would never accept someone to talk about stereotypes of your own country, 
grouping it all into one country, but we do that all the time when it comes to other 
countries.” - Anna Rosling Rönnlund

● Statistics focus on summary measures and miss the diversity within a single country.

● In reality, the gap between the poor and the rich is much larger than the gap between 
two different countries.

● We don’t really understand the living conditions and socio-economic aspects of a 

country until you actually see it.



Dollar Street 
Assignment

Learning Outcomes

1. Identify the observational units in a study.
2. Identify a variable and determine whether 

the variable is quantitative or categorical.
3. Create an appropriate type of plot for one, 

two, or multiple variables based on the 
types of variables (quantitative or 
categorical) and their roles (explanatory or 
response).

4. Gain information from a plot and 
summarize.

5. Reflect on the type of information that 
cannot be discovered through quantitative 
or categorical variables, and how pictures 
can give one insight into a data set.



Dollar Street 
Assignment

Suggested Use and Key 
Questions

Suggested Use: 

● Week 2 out-of-class assignment
● Collaborative work allowed, individual 

submissions required
● Could also be used in the classroom (#1 

- 4 completed as preparation for class)

Key Questions:

● Distinction between observational units 
(#1 - Dollar Street vs. #5 - Gapminder)

● Multivariable thinking and interactions 
(#13)

● Comparison across countries vs. across 
income brackets (#14)



Dollar Street 
Assignment

Available for download at https://bit.ly/eCOTSdollarstreet

https://bit.ly/eCOTSdollarstreet










Example Student Submissions: Comparison of 
Places of Worship



Example Student Submissions: Multivariable 
Thinking



Example Student Submissions: Comparison of 
a Topic of their Choice





















Lessons Learned

● Overall positive feedback from students

● Dollar Street ‘neighbors’ was not clear to students
● Require students to choose countries other than the US

● Ban topics you may not want students comparing in an educational setting

● Add a reflection question
○ Reflecting on this activity, write one advantage to using the categorical 

and quantitative variables in this data set for gaining information about 

the world, and one disadvantage.  Do the same for the picture data.
● Talk about other examples of images as data, e.g., self-driving cars



Thank you!
Available for download at https://bit.ly/eCOTSdollarstreet

Questions?

https://bit.ly/eCOTSdollarstreet

